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Introduction 
Given a right Ore domain R and a family (Mi)icl of right R-modules whose 
direct product is a torsion module, are almost all of the factors A4i uniformly 
bounded, i.e., is there a nonzero element of R which annihilates all but a finite 
number of the Mi? It is a classical fact, readily verified, that the answer is yes for 
the ring of integers. In spite of its natural interest, the general question appears to 
be uninvestigated, even in the special case of noetherian domains. Initially prompted 
by an investigation of the structure of torsion direct summands of direct products 
(see [ 1 l]), the problem quickly grew beyond its origin, leading to intriguing chain 
conditions on the ring. It is easy to see that the answer to the question above is no 
in general, and a list of negative phenomena opens our discussion. On the positive 
side, a gamut of counting devices provides the key to a large supply of Ore domains 
sharing this property with the integers. 
To have a concise name for the property under discussion, let us call a (right) Ore 
domain R (right) productively bounded if the answer to our question is always 
positive, i.e., given any nonempty family (iVi)igl of (right) R-modules such that the 
direct product nia,it4i is a torsion module, there exists a subset J c I such that 
I\ J is finite and the product JJieJ Mi is annihilated by some nonzero element of 
R. 
Let K,(R) be the smallest ordinal K such that the order-dual of [O,K) cannot be 
embedded into the right ideal lattice of R. As our main result, we prove that coun- 
tability of K,(R) forces R to be productively bounded. This covers all Ore domains 
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which have countable Krull dimension in the sense of Gordon and Robson (see e.g. 
[3], [7]). In particular, all commutative noetherian domains of finite Krull di.men- 
sion (in the classical sense) are productively bounded, as is the famous Krull-Nagata 
example of a commutative noetherian domain with infinite Krull dimension [6]. 
Even among the Ore domains with Krull dimension, the ones with countable Krull 
dimension do not exhaust the class of productively bounded domains. We show that 
any right Ore domain which has a countable right ideal base belongs to the latter 
class. As a consequence, Jategaonkar’s construction in [4] yields examples of pro- 
ductively bounded noetherian domains having arbitrarily high Krull dimension (and 
descending chains of ideals of arbitrarily high ordinal length). On the other hand 
there is a plethora of domains without Krull dimension which are nevertheless pro- 
ductively bounded; in fact, we prove that productive boundedness is retained in 
countably generated extensions of rings in either of our two major classes of ex- 
amples, namely in countably generated extensions of Ore domains which have coun- 
table right Krull dimension or countable right ideal bases. (In the special case of a 
countably generated algebra over a division ring we provide a separate, particularly 
simple argument .) 
All rings in this paper are associative with unit, and all modules are unital. Recall 
that a right Ore domain is a (nonzero) integral domain R such that any two nonzero 
elements of R have a nonzero common right multiple. Equivalently, the intersection 
of any two nonzero right ideals of R must be nonzero, i.e., the right module RR 
must be a uniform module. Of course, all commutative domains are Ore domains. 
Moreover, all right noetherian domains are right Ore [lo, Proposition 11.1.71. 
A right module M over a right Ore domain R is a torsion module provided that 
each element of A4 can be annihilated by a nonzero element of R. We write arm(x) 
for the annihilator (in R) of any element XE M, and we write arm(M) for the an- 
nihilator of A4. The module M is said to be bounded if arm(M) is nonzero; other- 
wise, M is unbounded. Given any set I, we write M’ for the right R-module con- 
sisting of all functions from I to M. It is convenient to view M’ as the direct pro- 
duct of a family of copies of M, indexed by I. A cojinite subset of Z is any JE I for 
which I-J is finite. 
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1. Negative examples 
We initiate our investigation by constructing examples of non-productively- 
bounded Ore domains exhibiting various pathologies. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that R is a right Ore domain containing an uncountable family 
*ti of two-sided ideals such that n d = 0, but the intersection of any countable sub- 
family of d is nonzero. Then there exists an unbounded right R-module M such that 
MN is a torsion module. 
Proof. Let M be the right R-module @ ..,(R/A), and note that M is unbounded, 
because n ~4 = 0. Now consider any element x E MM. For each n E IN, the com- 
ponent x,, in M is annihilated by some finite intersection of ideals from s&‘. Hence, 
there is a countable set of ideals in & whose intersection annihilates x. By 
hypothesis, this countable intersection is nonzero, and so x is a torsion element. 
Thus MN is a torsion module. 0 
For our first example, we require the fact that any polynomial ring R[X] (in an 
arbitrary set X of independent commuting indeterminates) over a right Ore domain 
R is again a right Ore domain. This follows from [9, Theorem 2.61, where it is shown 
that, R being a uniform right R-module, R[X] in turn is uniform as a right R[X]- 
module. 
Example 1.2. Given a right Ore domain K and an uncountable set X of independent 
commuting indeterminates, let R be the polynomial ring R[X]. Then there exists an 
unbounded right R-module M such that MM is a torsion module. 
Proof. Let V denote the family of those subsets Y of X such that X- Y is countable. 
For each YE Q?, let A y denote the (two-sided) ideal of R generated by Y. Then the 
collection d = {A y 1 YE V) is an uncountable family of two-sided ideals of R satis- 
fying the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1. Cl 
Our next example is a valuation ring, for which we follow the terminology of [8]. 
In general, a valuation takes values in a set G U {a}, where G is a totally ordered 
abelian group (written additively) and Q, is a symbol adjoined to G, such that yr 00 
and y+oo=oo+y= 00 +-OS = 00 for all y E G. A valuation on a division ring D with 
values in GU(oo} is a map.u:D+GU(=} stich that 
(a) u(xy) = u(x) + ti( y), 
(b) D(X+y)Lmin(o(x),‘o(y)), 
(c) D(X) = 00 if and-only if x= 0 
(for all x, y E D). The subgroup o(D - (0)) of G is called the value group of u. The 
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set R = {XE D 1 D(X) 2 0) is a subring of D, called the valuation ring of o in D. All 
right or left ideals in R are two-sided, and the lattice of ideals of R is totally ordered. 
Hence, the intersection of any two nonzero ideals of R is nonzero, and so R is a 
right (and left) Ore domain. We shall call a ring R a valuation domain if R is the 
valuation ring of some valuation on some division ring. 
Example 1.3. Let R be a valuation domain with value group G, and assume that 
G+ does not contain a countable cofinal subset. Then there exists an unbounded 
right R-module M such that MM is a torsion module. 
Proof. There is a division ring D with a valuation u : D + G U (00) such that G is 
the value group of u and R is the valuation ring of o in D. For each y E G+, define 
an ideal A, by 
The collection d = {A,, 1 y E G+) is an uncountable family of ideals of R whose in- 
tersection is zero. Since G+ contains no countable cofinal subsets, the intersection 
of any countable subfamily of ti is nonzero, and hence Lemma 1.1. applies. Cl 
To obtain concrete specimens of non-productively-bounded domains from 
Example 1.3, totally ordered abelian groups without countable cofinal subsets are 
needed. Some may be constructed as follows: Let y be any ordinal without coun- 
table cofinal subset (e.g., the first uncountable ordinal), set H, =Z (with the 
natural ordering) for each ordinal a< y, and let G be the reverse-lexicographic (i.e., 
right-to-left) direct sum of the ordered groups {h, 1 a< y). Note moreover that any 
totally ordered abelian group occurs as the value group of a suitable field with 
valuation (see [8, Example IV, p. 231). 
Example 1.4. There exists a principal right ideal domain R with an unbounded right 
module A4 such that MM is a torsion module. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 1.1, it suffices to find a principal right ideal domain R 
with uncountably many two-sided ideals such that the intersection of any countable 
family of nonzero two-sided ideals of R is nonzero, This is done by arranging for 
the lattice of two-sided ideals of R to be isomorphic to the dual of the interval [0, 521, 
where 52 denotes the first uncountable ordinal. 
By [4, Theorem 4.61, there exists a principal right ideal domain S such that all 
right ideals of S are two-sided, the collection of right ideals of S is well-ordered 
under reverse inclusion, and S has uncountably many right ideals. There is then a 
factor ring R of S such that the lattice of right ideals of R (which are exactly the 
two-sided ideals of R) is isomorphic to the dual of [O, Sz]. Since 52 is a power of o 
(namely, 52 = oo), it follows that R is a domain, by [2, Theorem]. 0 
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Example 1.5. Let R be the polynomial ring K[X] over a right Ore domain K in an 
uncountable set X of independent commuting indeterminates. Then there exist 
bounded right R-modules M,, M2, . . . such that flnEN M, is a torsion module but 
fins, M,, is not bounded for any infinite subset 1~ N . 
Proof. Choose a countable sequence {xi, x2, . . . } of distinct elements of X. For 
each n E IN, let @Z(n) denote the family of those subsets of Y of X such that x, E Y 
and X- Y is countable. For YE f(n), let AY denote the (two-sided) ideal of R 
generated by Y, and then set M, =@ YE uc,,(R/A y), viewed as a right R-module. 
Observe that the annihilator of M, is the nonzero ideal x,R, so that M,, is a 
bounded right R-module. Since the intersection of any countable collection of ideals 
AY with X- Y countable is nonzero, it follows (as in Lemma 1.1) that flncM M,, 
is a torsion module. Finally, given any infinite subset Ic_ N, observe that 
n nE,~nR=O. Thus the module fl,_,Mn is unbounded. Cl 
2. Powers of a single module 
We look briefly at a weakened version of productive boundedness which concerns 
direct products of copies of a single module. In other words, we seek conditions on 
a right Ore domain R which guarantee that, whenever some infinite power M’ of 
a right R-module M is torsion, M is necessarily bounded. Such conditions are in 
general much easier to obtain than conditions entailing productive boundedness. 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a right Ore domain, and assume that there exists an unbound- 
ed right R-module M such that MM is a torsion module. Then there exists an un- 
countable family d of right ideals of R such that n d = 0 but the intersection of 
any countable subfamily of d is nonzero. 
Proof. Set d = {arm(x) 1 XE M}; then (I d = 0 because M is unbounded. Given a 
countable sequence {A1,A2, . . . } of members of &, there exist elements x1, x2, . . . in 
M such that each A, = ann(x,). Then x = (xi, x2, . . . ) is an element of MN whose an- 
nihilator equals n, E M A,. As x is a torsion element, nnEN A,#O. Cl 
In the case of a commutative domain R, Lemmas 1. i and 2.1 together provide 
an ideal-theoretic condition equivalent to the existence of an unbounded R-module 
M such that MM is a torsion module. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that R is a right Ore domain containing no uncountable 
strictly descending chains of right ideals. Moreover, Jet M be a right R-module, 
some infinite power M’ of which is torsion. Then M is bounded. 
Proof. Since I is infinite, MN is a torsion module. If M is not bounded, then by 
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Lemma 2.1 there exists an uncountable family & of right ideals of R such that 
n d = 0 but the intersection of any countable subfamily of & is nonzero. 
We construct right ideals A, in R, for all countable ordinals (Y, such that each A, 
equals the intersection of a countable subfamily of d, and A, >Ag whenever a < /3. 
To start, set A0 = R. Now consider a countable ordinal /3 > 0, and assume that A, 
has been constructed for all ordinals a< j?. If fl is a limit ordinal, set 
Ag=nU,,A,. If j?=a+l f or some (countable) ordinal a, then A, #O by our 
assumptions on &‘. Since (I &’ = 0, there exists BE & such that BnA, <A,, and we 
define AB=BIIA,. This completes the induction step. 
The A, form an uncountable strictly descending chain of right ideals of R, con- 
tradictory to our hypotheses. Therefore M must be bounded. Cl 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a commutative noetherian domain. If M is an R-module such 
that M’ is a torsion module for some injinite set I, then M is bounded. 
Proof. According to [l, Theorem 1.11, every chain of ideals in R is countable. Apply 
Proposition 2.2. Cl 
The analog of Theorem 2;3 fails for noncommutative right noetherian domains, 
by Example 1.4. Whether the result holds for every right and left noetherian domain 
is an open question. 
3. Two easy cases 
In this section we consider two situations in which relatively easy counting 
arguments are sufficient to prove productive boundedness. These arguments also 
give a preview of the more involved counting arguments to be used later in the 
paper. 
Definition. A right ideal base for a ring R is a family ZX? of nonzero right ideals of 
R such that every nonzero right ideal of R contains a member of &. 
Proposition 3.1. If R is a right Ore domain possessing a countable right ideal base, 
then R is right productively bounded. 
Proof. Let {A,,AZ, . . . } be a (countable) right ideal base for R, and choose a 
nonzero element a, E A, for each n E Ir\l. Then every nonzero right ideal of R con- 
tains some a,. We may assume that al = 1. 
Consider a nonempty collection {Mi 1 ill) of right R-modules such that ]],,,M; 
is unbounded for any cofinite subset JC I. 
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We shall choose distinct indices i(l), i(2), . . . in I and elements x, EMU for all 
n E N such that x,a,#O for all n. Obviously there is an index i(1) E I such that 
Mj(l)#O* Choose a nonzero element x1 EMi(l>, and note that xlal ~0. 
Now assume that i(l), . . . . i(n- 1) and x1, . . . . x,,_ 1 have been chosen, for some in- 
teger n> 1. Set 
J=Z-(i(l),...,i(n-1)). 
Since Z-J is finite, nieJ Mi is unbounded. Hence, there exists an index i(n) E J for 
which Mi(,)an # 0, and we may choose an element x, E Mi(,) such that x,,a, # 0. This 
completes the induction step. 
As the indices i(n) are all distinct, we may define an element y E nicl Mi by set- 
ting yitn) =x, for all n E IN while yj = 0 for all other i E I. Then ya, f 0 for all n E n\l, 
which means that arm(y) contains none of the a,,. But this implies arm(y) = O., and 
hence n,,, Mi is not a torsion module. 
Therefore R is right productively bounded. Cl 
Proposition 3.1 applies in particular to any countable right Ore domain, since any 
countable ring has a countable right ideal base (e.g., the collection of all its nonzero 
principal right ideals). Moreover, by combining Proposition 3.1 with Example 1.3, 
we obtain that a valuation domain is productively bounded if and only if its value 
group contains a countable cofinal subset. The latter observation leads to an in- 
stance of the following pathology. 
Example 3.2. There exists a commutative valuation domain R with a prime ideal P 
such that R is productively bounded but R/P is not. 
Proof. Denote the first uncountable ordinal by 52, set Z,=Z for each ordinal 
aI 52, and let G be the reverse-lexicographic direct sum of the ordered groups 
{Z, 1 as $2). Moreover, let F be a field possessing a valuation o with value group 
G (as in [8, Example IV, p. 23]), and denote by R the corresponding valuation ring. 
Define y E G by setting yQ = 1 and ya = 0 for all a< Q, and observe that the 
sequence { y, 2y, 37, . . . } is a (countable) cofinal subset of G+. Hence, R is produc- 
tively bounded. 
The ideal P=AI is clearly a prime ideal of R, and we observe that R/P is a 
valuation domain with value group isomorphic to the reverse-lexicographic direct 
sum H of the ordered groups {Z, 1 a < Q >. Since H+ does not contain a countable 
cofinal subset, we conclude that R/P is not productively bounded. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that R is a right Ore domain containing a subring D which 
is a division ring. Zf R has countable dimension as a right vector space over D, then 
R is right productively bounded. 
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Proof. Choose a countable sequence {or, 02,. . . } of elements of R that span R as a 
right vector space over D. For each n E M, let V, be the right D-subspace of R 
spanned by {u,, . . . , o,}. Note that every nonzero right ideal of R has nonzero inter- 
section with some V,. We may assume that u1 = 0, whence V, = 0. 
If R is not right productively bounded, there exists a non-empty collection 
{Mi 1 iEZ) of right R-modules such that nic,Mi is a torsion module but nieJMi is 
unbounded for all cofinite subsets Jc I. 
We shall find distinct indices i(l), i(2), . . . in Z, elements Xj E Micj, for all j= 
192 , .‘., and positive integers r(l)< r(2) < ... such that 
for all n E N. To start, choose any i(1) E Z and any element x1 E M,(r), and set 
r( 1) = 1. We have V, nann(x,) = 0 because V, = 0. 
Now assume that i(l), . . . , i@(n)) and x1, . . . , xrtn) have been chosen, for some 
PZE tt4. Set r=r(n) and 
J=Z- {i(l), . . ..i(r)). 
Since J is a cofinite subset of Z, the module nieJA4i is unbounded, and so 
n n ann(x)=O. 
ieJxeM, 
Hence, if &+i ~0, there exist an index i(r+ 1) E J and an element xr+ 1 in Mi(,+ i) 
such that 
Similarly, if V,, 1 fl ann(x,+ r) # 0, there exist an index i(r+ 2) in J- { i(r + 1)) and 
an element x,+~ in Mi(r+2J such that 
As Kl+l is finite-dimensional over D, we can repeat this process only finitely 
many times. Thus we obtain an integer t(n + 1) >t, distinct indices 
i(r+ l), . . . . i(r(n + 1)) in J, and elements Xj E Micj, for each j = r + 1, . . . , r(n + 1) such 
that 
r(n+ 1) 
V,, 1 n 
[ 
n allIl(Xj) 1 =O. j=r+l 
This completes the induction step. 
Define an element y E fl Mi such that yi(j> = Xj for all j E M and yi = 0 for all other 
iEZ. Then 
ann( u) = fi alln(Xj), 
j=l 
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whence V,n arm(y) = 0 for all n E M. But this means that arm(r) = 0, which is con- 
trary to the assumption that flMj is a torsion module. 
Therefore R is right productively bounded. Cl 
In particular, Proposition 3.3 applies to any right Ore domain which is a coun- 
tably generated algebra over a field. In looking back on our initial examples 1.2 and 
1.5, we recognize that the adjoining of uncountably many variables to an arbitrary 
Ore base ring is indeed essential there. 
4. Countable extensions of rings with countable ideal bases 
Using an amalgamation of the counting arguments introduced in Propositions 3.1 
and 3.3, we prove that productive boundedness is preserved in any right Ore domain 
which is a countably generated right module over a right Ore sub-domain possessing 
a countable right ideal base. The role played in 3.3 by the vector space dimension 
of subspaces of the ring, will now be approximated by the following ‘length’ of 
ideals. 
Lemma 4.1. Let D c R be right Ore domains such that RD is countably generated 
and D has a countable right ideal base. Then there exists a map h from the collection 
S? of all nonzero right ideals of R to the natural numbers such that 
(a) If A, A’ E ~4 and A’S A, then n(A’) 1 A(A). 
(b) Given any A E &, there exists a countable set B of nonzero elements of A such 
that every nonzero right ideal A’sA either has nonempty intersection with B or 
satisfies A(A’) > 2(A). 
Proof. Fix a countable generating set X for RD. For each nonzero rE R, let the 
length of r be the least positive integer n such that r~ C,, y yD for some n-element 
subset Y C_ X. For each A E ~4, define ii(A) to be the minimum of the lengths of the 
nonzero elements of A. Property (a) is clear. 
Let (5, V;,...} b e a countable right ideal base for D. Choose a nonzero element 
uiEI/;:foreachiEn\j,andset I’={o~,o~,... }. Then V is a countable set of nonzero 
elements of D such that every nonzero right ideal of D contains an element of V. 
Now consider any A Ed, set k = A(A), and introduce the family V of all triples 
(Y, z, o) where Y is a k-element subset of X and z E Y, while u E V. Note that %? is 
countable. Next, given any (Y, z, u) E V, denote by B( Y, z, o) the set of all nonzero 
elements of A of the form b = C,_ y yo,, with all u,,~ D such that u, = o. Each 
B( Y, z, U) contains at most one element, for if b and b’ were distinct elements of 
B( Y, z, o), then b - b’ would be a nonzero element of A of length less than k, which 
is impossible. In view of the countability of %‘, we conclude that the subset 
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of A is in turn countable. 
To check that B indeed meets the requirements of condition (b), start with any 
nonzero right ideal A’&4 such that &4’) = k. Pick an element a E A’ of length k, 
and fix a representation a = C,,, Y yu, involving some k-element subset Y of X and 
coefficients D,, ED. Given any z E Y, we shall ascertain the existence of a nonzero 
right multiple of a which belongs to some B( Y,z, o). By construction we have o,#O, 
whence the nonzero right ideal v,D must contain an element u from V, say u = o, w 
for some WED. The multiple aw is then clearly as desired. A fortiori, 
awEA’nB. Cl 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that D c R is an extension of right Ore domains, where D 
has a countable right ideal base and Rb is countably generated. Then R is right 
productively bounded. 
In particular, any polynomial ring over D in countably many independent com- 
muting indeterminates is right productively bounded. 
Proof. If d is the collection of all nonzero right ideals of R, there exists a map 
A : d+ b.l as described in Lemma 4.1. Note that, whenever Al IA, r ... is a chain 
in S# such that the corresponding sequence I(A,), il(A2), . . . is unbounded, the in- 
tersection n,, D\l A, is zero. For convenience set A(0) = 00 with 00 > n for all n E IN. 
Consider any nonempty collection {Mi 1 iE1) of right R-modules such that 
niclMi is a torsion module. 
Claim I. All but finitely many of the Mi are bounded. 
Assuming the contrary, we will construct a non-torsion element of flit, Mi. By our 
assumption, there exists an injection r : IN x IN-Z such that Mtin,kI is unbounded 
for all n, k E IN. We shall pick elements x,,~ E Mqn,k) such that each of the right 
ideals 
A,, = h n ann(xjk) 
j=l keN 
satisfies A(&) L n. To start, set xlk =0 for all kEh\l. Then A, =R and L(A,)z 1, 
because 1 takes values in IN U (00). 
Now let n > 1 and assume that Xjk has been chosen for all j<n and all k. If 
A(An_I)az, the choice x,~= 0 for all k meets our wishes. Hence, we may assume 
that A,_,#0 and J.(A,_l)- -n - 1. Then there exist nonzero elements b,, b2, . . . in 
A,,_ 1 such that any right ideal A’s A,_, either contains some & or satisfies 
A(A’)zn. As the Mr(,,k) are unbounded, we can pick elements X,~E M,cn,k) such 
that x,,kbk # 0 for each k E N. Consequently, all the elements bk lie outside the in- 
tersection A,. We infer that L(A,)z n, which completes the induction step. 
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Define x E n Mi so that xtin,k) =x,,k for all n, k E h\l while Xi = 0 for all other i E I 
(this is legitimate because the indices t(n, k) are all distinct). Then 
arm(x) = n nEN A,. From &4,)1 n for all n we conclude arm(x) = 0, which is in- 
compatible with the assumption that fl Mi is a torsion module. 
Therefore only finitely many of the Mi can be unbounded. Since we can 
eliminate these finitely many Mi without losing generality, we may assume that all 
Mi are bounded. Set Ai = ann(Mi) for all iE Z, and note that any finite intersection 
of the Ai is nonzero. It remains to be proved that nicrAi #O. Assume, to the con- 
trary, that n,.& = 0. 
Claim II. There exists a subset H c I such that nieH Ai = 0 whereas, for any dis- 
joint subsets J, K c H, either n,,, Ai #O or niEK Ai #O. 
If not, we may choose subsets J(l), K(l), J(2), K(2), . . . in I satisfying the following 
conditions for all n E R\1: 
(a) J(n) and K(n) are disjoint; 
(b) J(n + 1) and K(n + 1) are subsets of K(n); 
(c) fL&i = flieK(dAi =O. 
Our construction entails in particular that J(l), J(2), . . . are pairwise disjoint. 
Setting P, = nicJtn) Mi for each n E N, we deduce from (c) that the P, are un- 
bounded right R-modules. On the other hand, n,,,, P, is isomorphic to a sub- 
module of n Mi and hence is torsion. This contradicts part I (applied to the P, in 
place of the Mi). 
Thus there does exist H as described under II. In aiming at a contradiction, we 
may clearly restrict our attention to the product niaHMi. For convenience, we 
therefore assume that H= Z, that is, 
(*) Given any disjoint subsets J, K cZ, either niEJAi#O or &,Ai#O. 
Claim III. Given any nonzero ideal A c R and any subset Jc_ I for which nicJ Ai = 
0, we can find a subset K c J such that nirK Ai #O and A(A fl [ni,, A,]) >Iz(A). 
There exist nonzero elements bl, bz, -.. in A such that any nonzero ideal A’rA 
either contains some b, or satisfies n(A’)>A(A). By repeating every term in the 
sequence and then renumbering, we may assume that bzk = bzk- 1 for all k E n\J. 
We shall choose distinct indices j(l),j(2), . . . in J such that b, $ Aitn) for all n. 
Since nieJ Ai =0, we may first choose j(1) E J such that b, $ Aitl). 
Now suppose that j(l), . . . , j(n) have been chosen, for some n, and set 
J*= J- (j(l), . . ..j(n)}. 
As nieJ Ai = 0, we infer that nicl. Ai = 0, and hence there exists j(n + 1) E J* such 
that b,, , $ Aitn + 1). This completes the induction step. 
By (*), either nkcM Aj(2k~1)#0 or nkEM AifzkpO, say the latter. Then the set 
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is a subset of J such that nisKAi is nonzero and contains none of the b,. Thus 
+n [ f&])Wl)9 
which establishes Claim III. 
To head towards our final contradiction, we shall choose subsets 
J(l)c J(2)c- and K(1) c K(2) c --- 
in I such that for all n E IN, 
(a) 
(b) 
J(n) and K(n) are disjoint; 
n Ai#O and n Ai#O; 
ie J(n) icK(n) 
To start, let J(1) and K(1) be any two nonempty disjoint finite subsets of I. 
Now assume that J(n) and K(n) have been chosen, for some n. Set 
Z*=Z- [J(n)UK(n)], 
and observe that nis,. Ai = 0. By Claim III, there exists a subset J* G Z* such that 
n ieJ*Ai #0 and 
‘([ i!jnjAiln[ i!*Ai])>A(iQjAi)’ 
Setting J(n + 1) = J(n)U J*, we obtain the first halves of (b) and (c), and we note that 
J(n + 1) and K(n) are disjoint. A similar argument yields K(n + 1) and completes the 
induction step. 
The sets J= u,,, J(n) and K= UnsN K(n) are disjoint subsets of Z, and we con- 
clude from (c) that nis J Ai = nisKAi = 0. However, this contradicts (*). 
Therefore n,,, Ai #0, and hence nielMi is bounded. Cl 
5. Ordinal restrictions 
In this section we obtain productive boundedness for a right Ore domain from 
the assumption that the supremum of the lengths of those chains of right ideals, 
which are well-ordered under reverse inclusion, is a countable ordinal number. It 
is convenient to phrase this hypothesis in terms of the following ordinal invariant. 
Definition. Given a module A4, define K(M) to be the least ordinal K such that the 
order-dual of the interval [0, K) cannot be embedded into the lattice of submodules 
of M (i.e., there does not exist a map 8 from [O,K) into the lattice of submodules 
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of M such that @cl) > 0(p) whenever cr<P<~). For a ring R, we write K,(R) and 
K,(R) in place of K(R~) and K(~R). In case R is commutative, we just write K(R). 
(If R is a commutative noetherian ring such that K(R) is a limit ordinal, then K(R) 
equals the invariant o(R) introduced in [l] .) 
A first connection between productive boundedness and the invariant K,(R) was 
established in Proposition 2.2. Namely: In case there exists an unbounded right R- 
module M such that MM is a torsion module, K,(R) exceeds the first uncountable 
ordinal. 
Example 5.1. If R =K[X] is the polynomial ring over a nonzero ring K in an infinite 
set X of independent commuting indeterminates, then 
card@,(R)) > card(X). 
In case K is a division ring, K,(R) equals the first ordinal of a cardinality exceeding 
card(X). 
Proof. Given an ordinal y such that card(y) s card(X), there exists an injective map 
x : [O, y) +x. 
For all ordinals a! < y, define A, to be the (two-sided) ideal of R generated by the 
set 
Then the rule o-A, provides an embedding of the dual of [0, 7) into the lattice of 
two-sided ideals of R, whence K,(R)> y. 
In the special case where K is a division ring, R is a right K-vector space of dimen- 
sion card(X), and each right ideal of R is a fortiori a subspace. Therefore any strict- 
ly descending chain of right ideals contains at most card(X) members. 0 
In particular, Example 5.1 shows that if R is a polynomial ring in infinitely many 
commuting indeterminates, then K,(R) is uncountable. 
Given a right Ore domain R, knowledge of the cardinality of K,(R) can be used 
to derive a certain amount of boundedness for torsion direct products of right R- 
modules, as in the next two propositions. Although we are primarily interested in 
the case where K,(R) is countable, there is no extra effort in proving the more 
general versions of these two results. Since the first will be considerably improved 
in the countable case, it may be viewed mainly as an easy sample of the methods 
to come. 
Proposition 5.2. Let R be a right Ore domain, and let (Mi 1 iE I) be a nonempty 
collection of right R-modules such that niPJ Mi is a torsion module. Then there 
exists a subset JC I such that 
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card(Z- J) I card@,(R)) 
and nieJMi is a bounded module. 
Proof. Set K = K,(R), and assume that the proposition fails. 
We construct an injective map v, : [0, K)-'Z, and elements X, EM&,) for all 
ordinals a < K, such that 
n ann(x,)> n arm&) 
QSB =y 
whenever /k Y<K. Then the rule /% nasB ann(x,) defines an embedding of the 
dual of [0, K) into the lattice of right ideals of R, contradicting the defining property 
Of K. 
First, choose any index ~(0) E: Z and any element x0 E MtioI. Now let 0 c y < K, and 
assume that we have constructed p(a) and X, for all a < y. Since the indices p(a), 
for a < y, are all distinct, we may define an element y E fl Mi so that ytia) =x, for 
all a< y while yi = 0 for all other i E I. Then 
n am&) = ann( y) > 0, 
a<y 
because n Mi is a torsion module. Set 
J=Z--{vWIa<y), 
and note that card(Z- J)scard(rc). As the proposition is assumed to fail, the 
module nieJMi cannot be bounded. 
an index (p(y) E J such that 
ann(M,(,)) 2 n ann(x,). 
Then ni,, ann(Mi) = 0, and hence there exists 
Consequently, there is an element *v E 4(Y) for which 
ann(x,M n ann(x,), a<y 
and thus 
n ann(x,) > n ann(x,). 
a<y asy 
This completes the induction step. Cl 
We can improve the cardinality bound of Proposition 5.2 if we are merely in- 
terested in a subfamily {Mj 1 je J} such that all the Mi are individually bounded. 
Proposition 5.3. Given a right Ore domain R and any collection (Mi 1 i E I> of right 
R-modules such that ni,__Mi is a torsion module, the cardinality of the set 
(i E Z 1 Mi is unbounded ) 
is strictly smaller than the cardinality of K,(R). 
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Proof. Set K = K,(R). Assuming that the proposition fails, we may focus on a direct 
product over a subset, having the same cardinality as K, of the set (~EZIM~ is 
unbounded}. Thus there is no loss of generality in assuming that Z= [0, K) and that 
the Mi are unbounded for all ieZ. 
We reach a contradiction in the same manner as in Proposition 5.2, by construct- 
ing elements x, EM, for all a< K such that 
n ann&)> n ann(x,) asp asy 
whenever /?C y < K. To start, choose any element x0 E MO. 
Now let 0 c y < K, and assume that we have constructed x, for all a< y. Define 
an element y E n,,, Ma so that ya =x, for all a< y while y, = 0 for all a 1 y. Then 
n ann(x,) = ann( y) > 0. 
a<7 
Choose a nonzero element TE arm(y). Since M,, is not bounded, there exists an ele- 
ment xY EM,, such that x,,‘# 0. Thus 
n ann(x,) = ann( y) > n ann(x,), 
Q<Y a5y 
completing the induction step. Cl 
In general, the inequality obtained in Proposition 5.3 is the best possible: think 
of Z? = Z with K(Z) = o + 1. However, for large classes of rings it can be considerably 
improved: For instance, if R is a polynomial ring in a countably infinite set of in- 
dependent commuting indeterminates with coefficients in a division ring, K,(R) is 
uncountable; on the other hand, Proposition 3.3 shows that R is productively 
bounded and hence, in particular, that in any torsion product flierMi of R- 
modules the set of unbounded factors Mi is finite. 
The following key lemma furnishes a somewhat exotic sufficient condition for the 
existence of descending ideal chains of arbitrary countable length. Nevertheless we 
shall encounter this situation repeatedly. 
Definition. Any ordinal /3 can be written uniquely in the form a + n where a is either 
0 or a limit ordinal and n is a nonnegative integer. Then /? is defined to be even (odd) 
if and only if n is even (odd). 
A straightforward argument establishes that for any limit ordinal y, the well- 
ordered sets 
X=(a<yIa is even} and Y=(a<y(a is odd} 
each have the same order-type as y. For example, there is an order-isomorphism 
f : [0, y)*X such that f(a + n) = a + 2n for all nonnegative integers n and all limit 
ordinals a c y as well as for a = 0. 
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Lemma 5.4. Let M be a (right) module over an arbitrary ring and let (Ci 1 i E I) be 
a family of nonzero submodules of M such that fli,, Ci = 0. Moreover, suppose 
that the set Y of all nonzero intersections of the submodules Ci has the following 
properties: 
(1) Y is closed under finite intersections; 
(2) For any two disjoint subsets J, K CI either 
nCiE.Y’ or n C;EY. 
ieJ i6K 
Then K(M) is uncountable. 
(Note that condition (1) is automatically satisfied if M=R is a right Ore domain 
and the Cj are nonzero right ideals of R.) 
Proof. In order to make our transfinite construction work, we actually need to 
establish chains of arbitrary countable length below each of the modules in 2’. For 
that purpose, given CE: 9 and any ordinal A >O, denote by @(C, A) the collection 
of those maps Q : [0, A)+1 such that 
G-4 
GO 
(c) > 0, that is, cn 
Our aim is to show that @(C,A) is nonempty whenever A is countable. 
We first claim that if A is an ordinal such that @(B, A) is nonempty for all BE 9, 
then given any CE Y and any ordinal K <A, every map in @(C, K) extends to a map 
in @(C, A). 
Given a map ly E @(C, K), the module 
belongs to 9, and so @(B, A) is nonempty. On the other hand, the interval [K, A) is 
order isomorphic to 10, pu) for some ordinal JJ I A. Because @(B, A) is nonempty, so 
is @(B, p), and hence there exists a map q: [K,A)+I such that 
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Setting q(a) = w(a) for all a < K, we obtain an extension of ry to a map p from [0, A) 
to I such that C > C(I CcpcO, and 
It remains to be shown that p satisfies (b). If y<rc, this follows from the fact that 
v/ is in @(C, K), while if y>~, it follows from (b’). If y = K, then 
cn ( > n CW) =B>BnC,,,,=cn a~KcqeY, - Q<K ( > 
Thus v, E @(C, ;1), which establishes the claim. 
We now proceed by induction 
CE Y and any countable ordinal 
q(O) E I such that 
on 13. to show that @(C,;2) is nonempty for any 
J. > 0. In case il = 1, we need only find an index 
c>cnc,,,>o. 
But since &, Cj = 0, there is an index j E Z such that Ci 2 C, and so C > CTr Ci. In 
view of hypothesis (l), the requirement Cn Ci > 0 is automatically met. Set 
P(O) =j. 
Now let I > 1 and assume that the required maps exist for all ordinals less than il. 
If 2 = K + 1 for some ordinal K, choose a map p E @(C, K). In particular, the inter- 
section 
is nonzero and so lies in 9. As above, choose an index P(K) EZ such that 
B’Bnc,(K, = cn n cacao >0. ( > a<L 
In addition, we have 
and thus the extended map v, lies in @(C, A). 
If 2 is a limit ordinal, then 2, being countable, is the supremum of a countable 
sequence A,<&<.*. of smaller ordinals. By the induction hypothesis, @(B,A,) is 
nonempty for all B E Y and all n E IN. Choose a map in @(C, h r) and use the exten- 
sion property established above to extend this map successively to maps in each 
@(C, A,). As a result, we obtain a map v, : [0, A)-+1 satisfying (a) and (b). We will 
now invoke hypothesis (2) in order to enforce condition (c) for a modification of 
cp. Set 
X=(cr<Ala is even) and Y=(a<LIo is odd). 
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Observe that 9 is injective in view of (b) and that therefore p(X) and p(Y) are dis- 
joint subsets of I. By hypothesis, either 
n Ci>O or n Cj>O. 
iEFP(X) iEd 
We will assume that the former is true, leaving the other case to the reader. As we 
remarked above, there is an order isomorphism 0: [0,2)+X. We set ly = @. Then 
w is ‘a map from [0, A) to Z such that C> C (I Ccp(OJ = C n Cw(oJ and 
Moreover, given 0< y < A, we have 0 < 0(r) <A, and so 
whence cw(y) = cp~y) 2 cn (f-l,,,, cpca)). Since 
it follows that Cw(rJ2 Cn(ns<y CVtp,), and hence 
Therefore ry is a map in @(C,h), and the induction step is complete. 
Starting with any CE 9 and any countable ordinal A, we may now choose a map 
dp in @(C,A). The assignment 
yw n c~(~) QSY 
then provides an embedding of the dual of [O,n) into the lattice of submodules of 
M, and hence K(M) > 1. 
As a consequence K(M) is uncountable. Cl 
Theorem 5.5. Each right Ore domain R for which K,(R) is countable, is right pro- 
ductively bounded. 
Proof. Let {Mj 1 iEZ) be a nonempty collection of right R-modules such that 
nic,Mi is a torsion module; we must find a cofinite subset JC Z such that niEJMi 
is bounded. 
According to Proposition 5.3, all but finitely many of the Mi are bounded. 
Hence, there is no loss of generality in assuming that all the Mj are bounded. Now 
set Aj = ann(Mj) for all i E Z, so that (Aj 1 i E I) is a nonempty collection of nonzero 
two-sided ideals of R. If ni,,Aj#O, then flie,Mi is bounded, and we are done. 
Now suppose that nirlAj = 0. 
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AS K,(R) is countable, Lemma 5.4, with Ci =Ai, says that there exist disjoint 
subsets J(1) and K(1) in Z such that 
n Ai= n Ai=O* 
ie J(1) iaK(1) 
Applying Lemma 5.4 to the collection {Ai 1 i E K(l)}, we find that there exist dis- 
joint subsets J(2) and K(2) in K(1) such that 
n Ai= f-j Ai=O. 
ir J(2) i e K(2) 
Continuing in this manner, we obtain subsets J(l), K(l), J(2), K(2), . . . in Z such that 
for each no IN, 
(a) J(n) and K(n) are disjoint; 
(b) .Z(n + 1) and K(n + 1) are subsets of K(n); 
(c) fIiercn+i = flieK&li =O. 
Note that the sets J(l), J(2), . . . are pairwise disjoint. 
For n E n\r, set P, = nieJ,,, Mi, and observe that 
ann(P,) = n Ai =0, 
ic J(n) 
so that P, is unbounded. Since the sets J(l), J(2), . . . are pairwise disjoint, the 
module nneM P, is isomorphic to a submodule of flielMi and so is a torsion 
module. However, this contradicts Proposition 5.3. 
Therefore &,Ai +O, and nie,Mi is bounded. Cl 
For a right Ore domain to be right productively bounded, it is by no means 
necessary that K,(R) be countable. Think once more of a polynomial ring in a 
countably infinite set of indeterminates over a division ring. Even more striking is 
the failure of countability of K(R) in the following productively bounded com- 
mutative domains: Given an arbitrary ordinal number y, consider a valuation 
domain R whose value group is &,, & with B,z Z for all Q and reverse lexico- 
graphic orderering. Then K(R) clearly exceeds y, but R is nevertheless productively 
bounded by Proposition 3.1. 
CoroHary 5.6. Each right Ore domain, for which the right Krull dimension exists 
and is countable, is ,righ t productively bounded. 
In particular, any commutative noetherian domain with finite classical Krull 
dimension is productively bounded. 
Proof. By [S], K,(Z?).is countable precisely if the right Krull dimension of R exists 
and is countable. The first statement is therefore an alternative phrasing of Theorem 
5.5. Moreover, it is well-known that for any commutative noetherian domain R of 
finite classical Krull dimension, the Krull dimension in the sense of Gordon and 
Robson exists and coincides with the classical Krull dimension (see [3, Propositions 
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1.3 and 7.81). Hence, the second statement is a special case of the first. 0 
Corollary 5.6 ensures productive boundedness also for the Krull-Nagata example 
of a commutative noetherian domain with infinite Krull dimension [6, Appendix 
Al], since this ring has in fact Krull dimension o. On the other hand, Corollary 5.6 
does not apply to commutative noetherian domains of uncountable Krull dimen- 
sion, which exist in abundance by [3, Theorem 9.81. The question of productive 
boundedness for such domains remains open. 
We conclude this section by showing that there are productively bounded non- 
commutative noetherian domains of arbitrarily high Krull dimension. 
Example 5.7. Given any ordinal a, there exists a right productively bounded prin- 
cipal right ideal domain R with right Krull dimension greater than a. 
Proof. Set j?=oQ+l. By [4, Theorem 4.61, there exists a principal right ideal 
domain S such that all right ideals of S are two-sided, the collection of right ideals 
of S is well-ordered under reverse inclusion, and the dual of [0, j?] embeds into the 
lattice of right ideals of R. Then there is a factor ring R of S such that the lattice 
of right ideals of R is isomorphic to the dual of [0, 81. Since /? is a power of o, [2, 
Theorem] shows that R is a domain. Moreover, by [3, Lemma 10.21, the right Krull 
dimension of R exists and equals a + 1. Finally, as p= o@c~), we see that R has a 
countable right ideal base. Thus R is right productively bounded, by Proposition 
3.1. Cl 
6. Countable extensions of rings with countable Krull dimension 
Once more, we extend our results on productive boundedness by topping ‘count- 
able Krull dimension’ with another countability condition. 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose D c R are right Ore domains such that RD is countably 
generated and D has countable right Krull dimension. Then R is right productively 
bounded. 
Examples. Whenever D is a commutative noetherian domain of finite classical Krull 
dimension, then any polynomial ring in countably many independent commuting in- 
determinates over D is productively bounded. 
Proof of 6.1. Fix a countable generating set (r, : n E N> of RD, and denote by S,, 
the right D-submodule of R generated by rl , . . . , r, . Recall that by [3, Lemma 1.11, 
S,, has in turn countable Krull dimension. 
Step I. In any direct product of right R-modules which is a torsion module, all but 
finitely many factors are bounded. 
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To establish this claim, it clearly suffices to show that, given any countable family 
{M, 1 n E tbJ) of unbounded right R-modules, the product nnsM A4, is not torsion. 
To this end, partition Ihl into infinitely many pairwise disjoint infinite subsets, say 
lf4=u neM N,. For each n E IN we will furnish an element m, E niEN, Mi, such that 
ann(m,)nS, = 0. Given such elements, we can define 
~~II”~=n igM 
trek-J neiN ( > n 
as coinciding with m, on Nn. Our construction then entails arm(m) n Sn = 0 for all 
n, that is, ann(m)=O. In other words, rn is a non-torsion element of nncM M,. 
Assume that, for some n, the required m, does not exist. We will deduce from 
this assumption that Sn contains strictly descending chains of D-submodules of 
arbitrary countable length, which contradicts the fact that the D-module S,, has 
countable Krull dimension (cf. [5]). For any countable ordinal il, we may index the 
set N,, by the ordinals less than L, say 
N,,=(i,la<A} 
such that ia # is for a< fl< A. Since ann(Mi,) = 0, we can pick x0 E MiO with 
ann(xo) f7 Sn < Sn . Given y < il, suppose we already have elements X, E Mi, for a < y 
such that 
whenever 0</3< y. Define YE fliEN, Mi by yi=x, if i=ia for some a, and yi=O 
otherwise. By our assumption, we have 
and in view of ann(M$ = 0, we can find x,, EM, such that 
(.?, ann(*,)) nS,> ( fiY ann(*,)) nS,. 
Transfinite induction thus provides us with a strictly decreasing chain, of intersec- 
tions of annihilators, of length 1. 
Step II. Let (Mi)ieI be a family of right R-modules such that nie,Mi is a torsion 
module. By Step I, we know that the annihilator Ai of Mi is nonzero for all but 
finitely many I. Without loss of generality, we may get rid of these outsiders to ob- 
tain Ai #O for all ieZ. Let us assume that, contrary to our claim of productive 
boundedness, ni,,Ai = 0. 
There is a subset L of Z with nifLAi =0 such that for any pair of disjoint 
subsets J and K of L we have r)i,lAi#O or ni,_,Ai#O. If this were false, then 
successive splitting of Z into subsets, for which the corresponding intersections of 
annihilators Ai are trivial, would yield a family (J,, In E Iid} of pairwise disjoint 
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subsets of Z, such that (lipJ Ai=O for all n. But then n,,hl(J&,JaM& would be a 
torsion module with each of the factors niel Mi unbounded, a situation already 
ruled out in step I. Once more, we lose no ge&ality in assuming that the index set 
Z itself satisfies the described minimality condition. 
Step III. Next, we claim that for any subset J of Z with nisJ Ai = 0 and any n E IN 
there is a subset J, of J such that S,n <ni,, Ai) = 0, whereas fliEJ Ai ~0. 
If this were false, i.e. if for some n ke had S,n <ni,, Aij#O whenever 
n,,, Ai 20, then the family (Sn nAi)iEJ of D-submodules of S,” would satisfy the 
hypotheses of Lemma 5.4. The conclusion of the lemma would in that case tell us 
that K(S,) is uncountable, which is impossible, because S,, has countable Krull 
dimension. Our claim is therefore established. 
We will use this statement repeatedly to reach our final contradiction by ex- 
hibiting two disjoint subsets J and K of Z with nip,Ai =0= &,Ai. 
Choose J1 CZ with S, n(ni,, Ai) = 0 but n,,, Ai #O. In view of niEliJ, Ai = 0, 
we can find K1 cZ\ J1 such that, once more, S; n(niEK Ai) =0 but nieK Ai +O. 
Since Z\ (J1 UK,) still has the property that the corresponding intersection’of Ai’S 
is zero, we can find J,CI\ (JIUK,) with &n(n,,, Aj)=O, whereas ni,,2Ai#0. 
Next we can pick K2 c Z \ (J, U J2 U K,) such *that S2 n <niEK, Aj) = 0 but 
n ieK, Ai ~0, and SO on. 
An obvious induction yields pairwise disjoint sets J1, . . . , J,, K,, . . . , K,, such that 
for each ks n 
but 
n A,#0 and n Ai+O. 
ieJ, ioK, 
Merging all J,,‘s and all K,,‘s, respectively, yields two disjoint sets J= IJ,,, Jn 
and K= u,,, K,, such that n,,, Ai = nieK Ai =0, and we have arrived at the 
desired contradiction. ??
Note added in proof 
G.M. Bergman and the second author have sharpened Lemma 5.4 as follows. 
Given a complete lattice L and a subset X whose join is finitely join-irreducible, at 
least one of the following statements is true: 
(i) X can be partitioned into an infinite family of disjoint subsets each having 
the same join as X; 
(ii) L contains a subset order-isomorphic to 2w. 
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